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For the numerical simulation of the STIRAP process, wemodeled the systemwith only one excited state. This
approximation reproduces the experimental results in the publication reasonably well. However, the description
is incomplete, since it predicts improved state transfer efﬁciency for larger detunings, while the opposite effect is
observed experimentally. This can be explained by Stark-shift cancellation from coupling to othermagnetic
substates in the excited states. Efﬁcient population transfer is recovered by introducing an additional frequency
chirp.We provide an improved theoreticalmodel including all involved excited state levels of the hyperﬁne
manifold and new versions of ﬁgures 4 and 5 to illustrate that even for 9.2 GHzdetuning the improvedmodel
shows better agreementwith the experimental results.
TheHamiltonian for an off-resonant STIRAP population transfer in the interaction picture for a three level
system reads (see ﬁgure 1 for level deﬁnitions)
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whereΩ1,2 (t) is the Rabi frequency for resonant coupling of the two lasers andΔ1,2 is the frequency detuning for
the respective laser. To fulﬁll the two-photon resonance condition, the detunings have to be equal, i.e.
Δ1=Δ2≡Δ. In the followingwewill assume temporally Gaussian shapes of the Rabi frequencies and deﬁne
the pulses according to the notation in themain paper [1]:
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The pulse shape is Gaussian, centered at t0 or t0+td and pulsewidth is deﬁned as t 2 2 ln 2w t= . The time-
averaged effect of the STIRAPHamiltonian can be understood by applying the effectiveHamiltonian theory [2]
which gives
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Theﬁrst two terms are time dependent AC-Stark shifts, and the third termdescribes a Raman coupling between
the two qubit states ( ,ñ ñ∣ ∣ ). The differential AC-Stark shift between the two qubit states t t
4 2 1
 W - WD ( ( ) ( ))
acts as a nearly linear sweep for the time periodwhere the effective two-photon couplingΩ2(t)Ω1(t)/Δ has a
signiﬁcant contribution to the dynamics. The effectiveHamiltonian pictures clearly illustrates the connection
between off-resonant STIRAP andRAP and helps to understand additional complications that arise whenmore
complicated substructure in the excited state is considered and large relative detunings are chosen to suppress
off-resonant scattering. This scenario will be described in the following on the example of25Mg+.
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For 25Mg+ the total interactionHamiltonian for the STIRAP sequence reads
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whereΔi
F,mF is the detuning of laser i from the excited state e F m, ,F m F, 2 3 2F Pñ = ñ∣ ∣ and the Rabi frequency for
coupling of laser i to this state is denoted by
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Figure 1.Reduced level scheme of 25Mg+. The two qubit states F m, 2, 2F2 1 2Sñ = = = ñ∣ ∣ and F m, 3, 3F2 1 2Sñ = = = ñ∣ ∣ are
coupled via the excited state e F m, 3, 3F2 3 2Pñ = = = ñ∣ ∣ . Four additional substates of the 2 3 2P manifold have to be taken into
account, since they contribute in terms of anAC-Stark shift, that inﬂuences the Population transfer. The right panel shows the
temporal behavior of the differential AC-Stark shift between states ñ∣ and ñ∣ for two delayed pulsedwithGaussian pulse shape as
shown in the lower panel and a two-photon Rabi frequency of 104 kHz.
Figure 2.Transfer efﬁciency for different delay scaling factors and pulse length for carrier transitions for a ground state cooled ion. (a)
Simulation using the three level approximation and (b) the full Hamiltonian aswell as (c) experimental data for the STIRAP transfer.
Red corresponds to no and blue to complete transfer.
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with theWigner 3-j symbol, the reducedRabi frequency F
E F Fd
,
S , P ,2 1 2 2 3 2

W = á ñ   and the laser light
polarization qi.E is the electric ﬁeld corresponding to the light and F FdS , P ,i2 1 2 2 3 2á ñ  is the reduced dipole
operator5. In total, seven states contribute to the process as can be seen in the partial level scheme inﬁgure 1.
Note that coupling to the 2 1 2P state has been neglected due to the large detuning. Deriving the effective
Hamiltonian [2] and neglecting all terms that couple only off-resonantly different excited substates gives
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The additional couplings compared to the three level case do not inﬂuence the coherent population transfer
term(last term in equation (7)) but affects the AC-Stark shift terms. For large detunings, the detuning of all
states become similar,Δ1≈Δ2, and can thus be factored out of the sums in equation (7). Therefore, the
differential AC-Stark shift ,d ñ ñ∣ ∣ between ñ∣ and ñ∣ is proportional to
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Inserting the coupling coefﬁcients for 25Mg+we get
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However, considering only a three level system gives
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It is obvious that for themodel considering the fullmagnetic substructure and large detunings from the excited
state, theAC-Stark shift is no longer a linear sweep and is strongly reduced compared to the three level case. The
right panel inﬁgure 1 shows theAC-Stark shift over time for different detunings, where δ=5.2δHF corresponds
to the detuning used for the experimental results in themain paper. Already for this detuning the actual AC-
Stark shift is smaller compared to the oversimpliﬁed three-level-model which results in a different state transfer
dynamic. The smaller frequency sweep range due to the AC-Stark shift increases the area inﬁgures 4 and 5 in the
main paper, where coherent Rabi ﬂopping between the states occurs. An updated version of these plots and the
comparisonwith the old theory and experimental results is shown inﬁgures 2 and 3.
Figure 3.Transfer efﬁciency for different delay scaling factors and pulse length for blue sideband transitions for a ground state cooled
ion. (a) Simulation using the three level approximation and (b) the full Hamiltonian aswell as (c) experimental data for the STIRAP
transfer. Red corresponds to no and blue to complete transfer.
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Note, there are two different conventions for the reduced dipole operator.Here, the notation used by Edmonds [3] (and also [4]) is used.
The reduced dipole operator given above, can be further reduced by introducing the 6-j symbol F FdS , P ,i2 1 2 2 3 2á ñ 
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In the originalmanuscript we claim that STIRAP population transfer will beneﬁt from increased detuning.
This statement is incorrect. The right panel ofﬁgure 1 shows that for increasing detuning the AC-Stark shifts
from the different levels almost cancel during population transfer. As a consequence, STIRAP is no longer
adiabatic and population transfer becomes inefﬁcient. By adding an additional frequency chirp to the pulses, this
effect can be compensated and efﬁcient state transfer is recovered. This represents an implementation of RAP
[5, 6]. All other conclusions and results of themain paper are unaffected.
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